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CHAPTER.TWELVE

fhumri Ragasand their
StructuralInterrelationships
One cannot fully understand thumri without examining in some detail the particular
set of ragasin which it is rendered. These include some ragnswhich are invariably
performed in thumrr ar dadrastyles (e.g., Manj Khamaj, Prln), as well as a few which
are frequentlyrenderedin kha2alstyle (e.g.,De6,Tilak Knmod). As we shall see,most
of these ragasshare some structural features which, to a certain extent, account for
their nse in thumri and distinguish them frcn kha2al-styleragrzr.In particular, the
prominence of alternate notes and the absence of uakra (oblique) passages are
remarkable in thumri ragas; similarly, most thumrr ragas tend to hre essentially
heptatonic(particularly in descent),and without rigid specifrcations
for omissionsof
notes in specific contexts. Even when theoretically pentatonic ragaslike KaunsrDhini, Tilang, and Sivranjani are performed in thumri style, the scalar gaps tend to
be filled in with accidentals, mitigating their otherwise strict pentatonicity.
In the following discussion,it should be kept in mind that most thumrr ragas,evem
more so than khayl ragas, are better regarded as aggregates of particular
characteristic phrases than as simple scales. The insufficiency of mere scalar
descriptionis heightenedby the liberal use of alternatenotes,the scalar sirnilarities
betw-eenmany thurnri ragas,and the fact that simple scalar runs and lans(such as are
common in khayl, and which may clearly delineate the scale of the ragc) occur less
frequently in thumri, which deals more with highiy ornamented exposition of
particular phrases and tonal centers.The conceptsof uafr and.samuadtare similarly
less easily applied to thumrr ragas,which may be looser in structure and interpreted
more liberally by performers. The aafr of raga Khamaj, for example, could arguably
be either Ga, Pa, Sa, or Nib;l in the somewhiitobscureragaZllla', a casecould be
made for either Sa, Gab, Ga, Ma, or Dha.
Further, the reader may also keep in mind that in thumrr, unlike in Wayl, the
performer is free to borrow phrasesfrorn neighboring (or even distant) ragasat will.
Hence, for example, a competent artist could demonstrate a "pure" raga Kafi,
distinguishing it from other similar ragas,and a concert performance might be
accordingly considered "pure"; but another performance might include many
I Cf.
Jairazbhoy (1971: 173-5) for a discussion of the various possible uadts tn raga Khamaj.
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phrasesmore characteristicof pilu, Khamaj, Ghara,
filla,,or Bhairvi, yet juxtaposed
around a recognizable-,nucleus of raga Kafi. In thumri, such
borro*irrg. would
generally not be regarded as anomhlous, if they are executed
with taste, ird if the
image of the original raga is not totally obscured. It is assumed,
of course, that an
accomplishedperforming artist courdrender, say,a.,pure,'
thumri in Kad if he so
desired' and that if he were to prevaricate,it wouitl not'be becauseof
ignorance of raga
distinctions, or becauseof an excessivelvlimited repertoire of melodic
ideas in the
original raga, but rather because this sort of prevarication is accepted
practice in
thumn' Hence, the discriminating listener may observe occasionll
incongruities
between perforrnancesand the raga descriptions given trelow, which,
in arr"y.ar.,
represent abstract composites.
Elements of the descriptions below, and especially of the subsequent
structural
analyses,presume some familiarity with the approach to ragaanalysis
expounded by
N'-A' Jairazbhoy in The Rhgsof North Indian tutuilc: TheirStictuu
ord nootitn, flgi U.
Jairazbhoy's theory endeavors to explain raga structure and evolution in terms of
tetrachordal imbalances and asymmetriesin rigas, which tend to
generatenew scales
and ragas,with, in turn, new sets of imbalances.
l-airazbhoy's approach and its applications are more complex than can be treated
^
fully here'.and the interestedreader is urged to consult his botk.
In brief, the theory is
based on the hypothesis that the *ood of a raga is consistent
and thus has
symmetrical patterns that recur at different points in it.
Just as a rdga generally
repeats itself at the octave, so also it tends to repeat itself"from
the puluaitla to the
uttarahga(the lower tetrachord to the upper). The perception of
the range oithe t*o
tetrachords varies in ascent and descint and resolvesitself into
four"main types:
Ascending disjunct: Sa-Ma and pa-Sa
Ascending conjunct: Sa-Ma and Ma-Nib
Descending conjunct: Sa-pa and pa-Re
Descendingdisjunct: Sa-pa and Ma-Sa
Ideally' a ragashould by symmetrical in all theseareas of
perception, but such
absolutesymmetry is physicallyimpossible:il, for instance,
the ascinding disjunct
tetrachords in a scale are symmetrical, the descending
conjunct will ,io, du, u,
seen below in Bilaval thati
Ascendingdisjunct
Sa-Re-Ga Ma2
Pa-Dha-Ni Sa

Descendingconjuncl
Sa Ni-Dha-Pa
Fa-Ma Ga-Re

I That is
a theoretical scale under which ragasare crassified; most
Hindustani rdgas can be frouped
into ten thats.
2 The
hyphen here may be taken to denote a whole step interval.
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TheasymmetryintherlescendingconjunctbetweenNiandMawouldbeavoidedrn
by the temporary intro.d,ction of
individr-ralraga.sina number of Jays, for instance,
by ornamenting the notes with vibrato
the l{ib or Ma, or by omitting one or both, or
or other figures.
cursory look at some of the dynarnics of
By way of further illustration, let us take a
of Bilaval tha!' Here the descending
Khamaj that, in *hl;;- iit replaces the Ni
(i'e', whole-tone' tralf-tone'
conjunct tetrachoris- ur. pu.ullel and symmetrical
whole-tone):

, ie

vrL 0rrr.SA. . ? e

lrA -

GA

ft€r

are imbalanced:
The ascending disjunct tetrachords, however'

.SL *- * .
Thisirnbalancecanbeseenasderivingfrom,.the!tit?":betweenGaandNib'
to this imbalance: in ragaKhamaj'
Different ragas presentdiflerent sorts of "soiutions"
with Ga and affording ascendingdisjunct
Ni is raised in ascent,becoming consonant
the problematic Ga and Nib are omitted
symmetry. In the ur.""t of ra[aJhinjhotr'
f<rrGa in descent'thereby creating
altogether. In ragaCfrira, Cuo-rniy U" substituted
descendingdisjunct symmetry:

.s^ *b$-h.

. * *h; 6,

a mere
and the latter becornes absent or
When Gab predominates over Ga,
Pa Dha
to lie in the Kafi thut: S^ Re Gab Ma
accidental, then the raga wou|dbe said.
ragcr
consequently,
f)ha,
lies betrveenGab and
Nib (Sa). Here, th" tri?qrr" imbalance
with
replacing-Dha
toward Asavrr thatby
in Kafi that may fruu. u t"rraency.to evolve
reflect
ragas
a tritone. so that sorneAsa'ri thal
Dhab; in Asavrr matr,iln u,,Jnnuo form
airvt tha! (Sa Reb Gar'
;;;;g
a te-ndencyto s,rbstitute Rebfor Re, therebl
:"*":9t-,?n
soiutionsto any given imbalanceparallels
Ma Fa Dhab Nib). fl" t.tf"V of possible
the variety of ragasin Indian muslc'
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Rdga Bhairui
Bhairvi is the most important lhumr7 raga of the morning. It is a that raga (i.e.,
belonging to the thAtof the same name); its skeletaltonal material, then, is: Sa Reb
Gab Ma Pa Dhab Nib. Its ascentseldom,if ever, appearsin this form; typically, the
second degree is either raised or, more often, omitted in ascent. Passagesascending
from Gab or Ma often elide Pa, affording two-symmetrical ascents:Nib Sa Gab Ma Pa
(Dhab Pa)-Gab Ma Dhab Nib Sa (Reb sa).
writing some sixty years ago, and subsequent
Bhatkhande (1970: II,36l),
derivativetheorists,held Ma to be Bhairvi's uddi. In practice, the uadi(strongestnote
in the pitch heirarchy) is clearly Pa, as the vast majority of bandishthumrrs and a
plurality of bol banao thumris accent this note on the sam of the mukhTaof the
composition. The possibility of Bhatkhande's assertion being the reflection of an
earlier tradition is ruled out not only by the clear emphasison the Pa in most of the
compositions in his own KPM anthology and other anthologiesof earlier lhumris, but
also in the early recordings dating from the {irst decades of this century.t
Perhaps even less comprehensibleis Kaufmann's implication (1968: 533) that
Bhairvr has no characteristic phrases; in fact, perhaps no other raga in Hindustani
Indeed, it
music is so abundantly rich in stereotypicalphrasesand phrasesequences.
unique
for
the
accounts
could be largely this extraordinary richness which
preeminenceof Bhairvr among North Indian ragas,itssweetnessand profundity being
regarded as so peerlessand unanswerable that, by tradition, no other raga may be
performed after Bhairvi. This stricture is scrupulously upheld even today, and as
such, most morning and many late-evening concerts conclude with an obligatory
thumri or dadra in Bhairvi.
Jairazbhoy2has suggestedthat the extraordinary melodic richnessand profusion of
alternate notes in ragaBhairvl may result in part from its unique position in the circle
of thats. We have suggested above that some ragas display tendencies to resolve
tetrachordal imbalances by evolving toward adjacent thatrs,thus establishing
evolutionary continuity around the circle of thatrs,uQ., TorT-Purvi-Marva-KalyanBilaval-Khamaj-Kafi-Asavri-Bhairvr. After Bhairvi, this evolutionary chain is
interrupted, becausethe subsequenthypotheticalscale,resolvingthe Reo-Patritone
by flattening Pa, is not used in the Hindustani music due to its asymmetry3 and
consequent instability and dissonance.Thus, we do not find BhairvT-thalragasin
transitional stages evolving toward the hypothetical, asymmetrical that; rather, the
dynamic imbalances inherent in the that appear to be resolved partly by the
introduction, in BhairvT raga, of an unusual variety and degree of accidentals and
alternate ialans (characteristicmovements).
I In only one variant of a well-known thumri-"R as ke bharetlre nain"-does the .ramfall on Ma; see
Siddeshvari Devi's recording on EMI 6TCS 02B 5040. But in other versionsof the same composition, the
sam falls on Pa or Sa.
2 Personal corrlmunication.
3 The scale of this tha6would be: Sa Reb Gab Ma# (Pa) Dhab Nib. See
Jairazbhoy 1971: 85-6.
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StockpatternsaridcharacteristicphrasesofBhairvrar€toonumerousforan
phrases are shown below:
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ExpositionofthelowerregionofthescaleisgenerallyTl:k"dbvtheintroduction
and its eventual "erasure"
often, ,t.
arrd,.-more
promrnent
"ti "rn'e
of Ni as a leading-tone,
Re ma'v be in fact more
In such p;;;t;;
"ill'Jot")'
conclusive
and
a
by
"u"
(see
Reb
i""utiuUfy followed
but it i,
(l) Reb
.o,rroi.rfurt,
that'
flatted
faci
""r.;;;;;1.*
than its
in part i"- ittt

*uy U" ,"id-;;;;ive
ascending
Reb.The p.o*i.,.r,"JTru
ir'" i"trnq"t-lio"of Re alrords
u"d-til
bu'
;;;;;til
formsa clissonant
Hence'Reis' in'Jairazbhov's
CJ ivr"-u" i^ ot'* Ni"'
symmetry:;;'iit
coniunct

asc^ent
itinthe
;r'trj,fliii];,?'llT iliLffi:1"J:i":,*{*":ttoomit
of the
Iv1anv
Pa)'
Gtt *11:(tnab
tt tit" nrtn t: (ilt")
equally
l;
Thus, the standara'""t"t
r."rr.por.d up a fifth' are
*,.u.hor.l,'*h"n
io*.,
employed;;,*
passages
(as
fifth below
com*oninand-* p u riu r. wit h B h a iru r. H. r. , t h ethe
moReb
s t c oammo
n a c c it
ide
n tin
a l "c"
isDha'
u""ia.rrruiuui^".i"g
...oll:;;";
u
u,
irrtroduced
above).
below:'
I.etter..d,,aboveshowsatypicaluseofMa#asadescendingaccidental.Itsusage
with that of Re a fourth
conlt'nc;'tymm"*
in
rnay be
IMa#isoccasionallyhearrl-as.anascendin8lowerleading-tonetoPa.TheresultingascentGabMaa
popular among qawwdls'
Ma# pa seems to be'particularly
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Dhab Nib Dhab Ma# Ma

A typical 6alanis a cursory ascentto Pa, followed by a descentvia Dhao to Ma, and
concludedby a descent(often via Nib) to Sa. This pattern, variants of which appear
in "c" and "e" above, appears in some form in almost every competent rendition of
this raga.
Given the liberal usg of alternate notes in this raga, certain phrases may be
employed in transposedforms, and in appropriate contexts,in as many as four or five
different scalar regions. For instance, the pattern Gab Ma Pa Dhab Pa may reappear
as Reb Gab Ma Ma# Ma, Pa Dha Nib Dha, Dhab Nib Sa Reb Sa, or Nib Sa Re Gab
Re.
Rag Sindh(z) Bhairui
A lesser variant of Bhairvi is Sindh(r) Bhairvi, which presumably derives from the
folk music of Sindh. Sindh Bhairvr is best regarded as a sub-ragaof Bhairvi, in which
artists tend to accentuate certain features or tendencies, especially:l
(l ) the use of Ni in the ascent, and often in the descent;
(2) omission of Reb in both ascent and descent,and/or
(3) predominant use of Re, especiallyin the upper octave;Reb thus appearsonly
as an accidental in certain contexts in descent.
The resultant scale of this rasa may be given as follows:
Sa (Re) Gab Ma Pa Dhab Ni Sa (i.e Gu6 Re sul Ni (or Nib) Dhab Pa Ma Gab (Re or
Reb) Sa.
A particularly characteristicphrase is Gab Ma Pa (Gab Re) Gab, Sa Ni Sa, as in
Bade Ghulam Ali Khan's composition "Prem ke phandemeit' (recorded on EMI
II

)'
IT

'e
L

g

t.
c

MOAE 500s).
As in raga Bhairvi, Reb may be said to be elided due to its dissonant relationship
with Pa; the introduction of Ni in ascent reflects the desire for a leading-tone to the
tonic. The resulting ascent, however, is extremely unbalanced. Tetrachordal
symmetry is somewhat restoredin the descent,with the use of Nib and, moreover, the
balance between the tone-groups Gab Re Sa Nib and Dhab Pa Ma Gab.
In practice, however, the distinction between Bhairvi and Sindh Bhairvi is seldom
dogmatically observed,particularly since they are thumrr ragas;performancesof one
tend to borrow liberally from that of the other.2
Raga KafiT

t.

Kafi is one of the major thumn rugas.lt is the only seasonalthurnri raga, being
I Cf. Bhatkhande 1970: VI. 428.
2 Ali Akbar Khan's LP recordings labeled
"Bhairavi" and "Sindh Bhairavi" (Prestige 7545 and,
Angel 35283, respectively) are cases in point; from the standpoint of rdga, the two recordings are
essentially identical.
3'RagaKafi is not
to be confused with Multdni Kdfr, a folk and light-classical genre of Sindh and
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holt festival'
associatedwith spring, and, more particularly, with the vernal
to the Western
corresponding
Ka{i belongs ti the thaf of the same name, roughly
,,D,, (Doriarrirnod"r Su R. Gab Ma Pa Dha Nib (3a). A few characteristic phrasesof
Klfi are:
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Although the theoretical ascentis heptatonic, in practice Gab is frequently
its
precedes
it
often
in
ascent,
appear
it
does
when
ascent, as in "b" and "g" above;
above'
lower neighbor Re, as in the mukhqafigure "a"
prima^rily as
The mJst prominent accidentalsare Nl and Ga. The former appears
proceeding.fhu:tn:t
an ascendini leading-tone to Sa (as in "l'' above). In phrases
l)ha Nt" I(e ls
ascent
the
"e"
above;
in
as
upwards, ho-wever,Nio ir more common,
counterpart'
flat
its
by
replaced
particularly characteristic. ln descent,Ni is usually
as in "f."
phrase Gab Re
Excessiveuse of Ni in conjunction with Gab above it (as in the
.huracteristic of Piln than Kafi; similarly, its use in ascent in the
S" Ntt il
'nor.
hence purists will
phrase Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa is strongly redolent of ragaGhara, and
such as Dha
Kafi,
generally follow such phrases by one which is unmistakeably
Nib Re.
Gab and
Ga is a first-order accidental, resolving the tritone imbalance between
of
symmetry
mirror-image
the
Dha. phrase "d" above, typical of this riga, exploits
Ga"'
Dha I$ib-Sa-Re-Ga Ma. Inevitably, Ga is succeededby
terminate on
While most mukhfAsin Kafi conclude on Pa, as in "a," phrasesoften
of a phrase on
Re after approaching it from above, as in "c" and "g'" The conclusion
especially by the
P,-lrb, generally containing mysticatrlyrics in the Multani dialect (Saraiki),
*",t-."
Latif'
Abdul
Shah
and
Farid,
Baba
Shah,
Bulle
mystic poets

rnuuni

ern
sof
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it from
Gab Re is, in fact, a signature of this rdga, which at once distinguishes
neighboring ragas like Pil[ and 7'illa'.
,.g" above is particularly characteristic of Knfi.
fnolfa ir
in
Raga Khamaj (Khamas, Khambag, Khamai)
Its theoretical
Khamaj is the most common and popular of the evening fhumrirrigas'
In
(Sa). performance,
tonal material is that of Khamaj tiatisaRe Ga Ma Pa Dha Nib
flatted seventh' so
however, the natural seventh is used at least as extensivelyas the
The importance
that the former can be called an accidental only with qualifications'
resolving the
and
tonic,
the
of Ni reflectsits double role of providing a leading-toneto
with the
that,
Ga-Nib tritone irirbalance. Ni is generally taker in ascent only; such
aroh-aaroh
typical omission of Re a.rd, oftlrr, Dha, in the ascent, the standard
as:
given
be
may
(ascending-descendinglines) of lte ragg
It will be noted that
Sa Ga Ma pa (Ofrai Ni Sa.(Re.Sa;Xio Dha Pa Ma Ga Re Sa'
Sa Ga Ma Pa and Pa Ni Sa Re are conjunctly parallel'
in which Ma and Ni'
Frequently, quite a difference ascent may be introduced,
This ascentmay be
rather than Re and Dha, are the omitted notes' as in "b" below'
which contains a
above,l
said to be more,,stablei' than the "textbook" aroh given
tritone between Ma and Ni.
place within an
Most of the melcdic development in Khamaj generally takes
around the mirror-image
ambitus from Ga to the upper i{e; this range thus centers
symmetrical tone-grouPs:

in
its
as
ler
is

'Ga Ma-Pa-Dha Nib and Ga Ma-Pa-Dha-Ni Sa'
more pronounced
The exploitation of the contrasting seventh scalar degree is even
107 above' some
in Khamaj than in Kafi, as in the typical mukhrdgiven on page
typical phrases of Khamaj are:

m!
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Phrase "a" above is particularly charactristicof Kham-j.
I Cf. Bhatkhande 1970: II, 122.
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ft.agaPttu
Pil[ is the major thumrr ragaof the late afternoon.Bhatkhande's (1967: III, 126)
pscribing it to kafi thatis atbest an impreciseclassification,as in current practice' Ga
and Ni are each nearly as prominent as their flat Kafi tha{ countetparts; moreover,
Dhab, Ma#, and even Rebare common accidentals.lSimilarly, a variety of ascending
scalesare optional to the perforrner, some typical alternativesbeing: (tJ Sa Re-M.aPa
Ni (Sa)2,(2) Su Ga Ma pi Ofra (Sa), (3) Sa Re Gab Ma Pa Dha Nib (Sa),and (4) Sa
Gud Mu Pa Ni (Sa). Kafi that.is,however,frequentlyused in the descent;another
possible descendingscale is Sa Ni Dhab Pa Ma Gab Re Sa'
Nuclear phrases in the raga would appear to be (fa) Ni Sa Re Gab and its
"answer," Gao Re Sa l)[i.
Ga, once introduced, may be developedessentiallyas in raga Kham-j (see "a"
above); eventually it is replacedby Gab, more or lesi as inraga Kali' Similarly, the
treatment of Ni may momentarily resemble that of Khamaj.. More distinctly
characteristic of Pilu, however, is the concurrent use of Ni and Dhab, and of Gab and

\ri.

The two-Ga's and Dha's may occasionallyappear consecutivelyin the degcent,as
in Ma Ga Gab Re Sa.
Dhab is often employed in conjunction with Ga. Such phrases may be said to
: Ga
recreate at the fourtir the distinctfy f5fn interval pattern Ni Sa Re Gab (i.e',
Ma Pa Dhab).
(Ga"
Another symmetrical construction is evident in such phrasesas Sa Ga Ma Pa
however,
Su n. (Nib Dha Pa). Aside frorn these constructions,
Re Sa)-Ni
the
symmetrical phrases are less prominent in Prl[ than in most other ragas'F:ather'
mentioned
phrases
nuclear
the,
phrases,
on borrowed
rdga seemsto be based
relatively free development of certain scalar regions' For
ubou. on this page, and-o..
are
example, in the region around Sa, any of the. following_ascending phrases.
or
accepiable:Dha Ni 5u R. Gab;Dtra gib Sa Re Gab;Dha Sa Re Gab;fa Ni Sa Gab,
versions of these emPloYing Ga.
it
Hence, although pli" is a populat raga with a distinct and individual personality,
does,
it
as
strikes some listiners as nu"i"g a somewhat mongrel character' sharing,
The
phrases with so many allied,iagas, such as Kafi, Khamaj, and ev'enJogiyn.
renders
degrees
seventh
and
third
lowered
and
relatively equal acceni on both raised
even abstraction of a distinct scale of Pilu di{hcult'
common
Bhairvr, Kafi, Khamaj, and Pil[ are by far the most important and
remaining,
thumrr ragas, antd,the majority of thumris are sung in them' Some of the
ragas;
thelat'tet
from
isolated
1alans
alternative
iesser thum 17ragasare based on certain
a-1d.many
Khamaj,
Mnnj
for instanc., ullnort all the phrases of ragasJhinjho-ti,
limited in
phrasesof Ghara, Zllla', arrd tilarrg o..u, i., Khamaj. Such ragasare more
their more
scope than Khamaj primarily becausetheir individual charactersrest on
I Grosset (1921: 326) gives the scale of Pili as Sa Re Gab Ma Pa Dhab Nib Sa'
2 Cf.
iairazbhoy l97l: 115.
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RagaPahip(literatly,..hilly,,)is.presumedtoderivefromthedistinctivetype
r1**lt'"1 Fradesh'western the
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Pahapis perhaps
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melodieso,.oo*"'uli"*
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here' Ma functrons as a
Pa Dha
Ma P" otti sa Re (Ma)l
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rhen
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resulting ,;;;
ii.
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Gab and Reb may be employed as transient lower neighbor tones to Ga and Re ,
respectively, as in "a" and "d" above. Thus, each note of the pentatonic nucleus is
decorated with lower neighbor tones. Nib occasionally appears as a descending
accidental. as in "e" above.
Raga Manj Khamaj
Manj Khamaj, equated with ragaBiharr by some musicians (e.g., Naina Devir), may
be regarded as a sub-variety of Khamaj. Aside from,a well-known recording of Bade
Ghulam Ali Khan, this ragahas been popularized in particular by Allaudin Khan and
his disciples, notably Ravi Shankar and Ali Akbar Khan. Its primary differencefrom
Khamnj is that the fourth degree, as in the instrumental Paharr, functions as a
secondary tonic; consequently, Dha, for example, tends to function as a third, or
mediant, above a tonic Ma, rather than as a sixth, or sub-mediant above Sa, and
correspondingly Dha is a more important resting-point in Manj Khamaj than in
Khamaj. Manj Khamaj, then, is quite similar to instrumental (transposed) Pahari;
the treatment of Ni and Nib, for example,is practically identical (i.e.,io that of Ma#
and Ma in non-transposedPaharr). The typical ascent of Manj Khamaj, however, is
not anhemitonic like that of Pahari: Sa Ga Ma (Pa) Dha Ni (Sa). The descentis
usually heptatonic, employing Nib rather than Ni. Manj Khamaj also differs from
instrumental Paharr' in that Ga is more prominent (than is Ga in transposed Paharr,
or Ni in the original), particularly in the phrase Re Ga Ma, as in "a" below.
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Raga Tilaitg
Tilang is an evening raga of somewhat limited scope and popularity; it may be
rendered both in khayal and.thumri styles. In theory, and khayal practice, it is
pentatonic: Sa Ga Ma Pa Ni Sa Nib Pa Ma Ga Sb. Its ascenr;like that of Khamaj,
thus consistsof two disjunct symmetrical tetrachords:Sa'Ga Ma and Pa Ni Sa.
When Tilang is performed as thumrr, Re is usedliberally as an upper neighbor tone
to Sa, and Dha may also be sparingly introduced in the descent.
Raga Jhinjholi
Jhinjhof is another evening, Khamaj-tha[ ragafrequently renderedin khayalas well as
thumri style. In its present form, its aroh-aurohis as follows:
' Personal communication in l98l.
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Sa Re Ma Pa Dha Sa Nio Dha Pa Ma Ga Re Sa
Ga may be taken as the aadi. Jhinjho.tr shares not only its auroh,but also certain key
phrases with ragaKhamaj, such as: fa pha Sa Re Ga Ma Ga (Re Sa $ib Dha Pa Ma
8a).
Accidentals are generally not employed inJhinjhotr. BecauseNib is omitted in the
ascent, it does not serve as a leading-tone to Sa, and hence there is little tendency to
'effective
leading-toneor first-order accidental.lThus, the
introduce Ni as a more
scalesofJhinjhogt, disjunctly symmetrical in the ascent (Sa-Re-Ma and Pa-DhaSa) and conjunctly symmetrical in the descent (Sa-Nib Dha-Pa and Fa-Ma Ga-Re)
are quite stable, and the resulting phrasesare structured in such a way that the need
for accidentals is not highlighted or strongly felt. Gab might be anticipated as an
accidental in the descent, in order to achieve disjunct descendingsymmetry, but its
use is avoided and,.instead, reserved for ragasGhara and lilla'.Indeed, the little
dynamic need for accidentalsmay in part explain the fact that this rdgais more often
rendered as kha2al than as thumrr.
Raga Ghara (QArA)
Ghara appears to have been quite popular in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, as there are many bandish{humrtsand quite a few early recordings in this
raga.Nevertheless,it has becomeslightly obscure today, and it is more often heard in
its transposed varieties, Pan6am se Ghara and Madhyam se Ghara.
Like Pilu, Ghara resistsscalar classification,as both natural and flat varieties of Ga
and Ni are used with almost equal stress.2Similarly, both varieties of notes may be
used in the ascent, rendering abstraction of a theoretical ascent di{hcult. Like most
ragas,in fact, Ghara is best understood as an aggregateof certain phrases, some of
which are:
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' Abdul Karim Khan, in his well-known recording ofJhinjhoti (EMI MOAE 144), does employ Ni
prominently, but that note appears not as an accidental in Jhinjhoti, but rather in the context of a
temporary modulation into raga Kaunsi-Dhani.
2 Bhatkhande (1970: IV, 301) ascribes
Ghiri to Khamaj thatoneon the basisof its a{finities withraga
Khamaj. He also statesthat, according to some musicians,if one were to take Ma to be Sa, the tonic, and
render Kharnaj on that basis, the resulting raga worid, be Ghara. Indeed, in Ghara one occasionally
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As should be evident, Ghara is quite similar to Kafi, and indeed, all of the essential
phrasesabove are admissible in Kafi. The distinctions are primarill (tl ? and Ni
ure some*hat more prominent in Ghari, and (2) development in Ghara takes place
primarily around Sa, and the raga'smost characteristic phrases lie in an ambitus
tetween fa and Ma. In Kafi, by contrast, elaboration of the region around the fifth,
Pa, is quite essential;(3) frnally, the phrase Dha I'{ib Sa I$i Sa is seldom heard in Kafi,
and may be taken as the pakar ("catch" phrase) of Qhnra.
The character of Ghara is well revealedin ihe sthay of a traditional gat given here:1

Here, the accent on Ga and the Dha-Gab ambitus are particularly characteristic.
Each of the two phrases of the sthaltr' outlines a mirror-image symmetrical
configuration of notes: Dha Nib -Sa-Re-Ga Ma, and R'e Gab-l1li Sa.
Peihaps because"iuddha" ("pure") Ghara as describedabove is so similar to Kafi
as to bi superfluous, the raga is presently rnore common in its aforementioned
transposedderivatives, Pan6am se Ghara and Madhyam se Qhara, both of which are
generally referred to simply as "Ghara."
Raga Paniam se Ghara
In this raga,mostof the characteristicphrasesof Ghara are transposedto the {ifth, Pa.
The character of the ragais thus entirely changed, as Sa remains the ground-note in
the new raga,whtch, in turn, centersaround Fa. Thus, the 6alanof Ghara reappearsin
Pan6am se Ghara as below:

i

ry

Ghara: Dl.ra Nib Sa Re Ga Ma Ga, R.e Sa Re Gab Re;
P. se Ghara: Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa Ni, Dha Pa Dha Nib Dha;
Ghara: Dlra Nib Sa l.li Sa; Dlla Ni Sa; Dha l*{ib Gab Re Sa;b
P. se Ghara: Ga Ma Pa Ma# Pa; Ga Ma Nib Dha Pa
Somephrases,however, are rrot transposed.For example, the Ghara phrase Ma Pa
Dha Ni ioes not appear in transposedform (Sa Re Ga Ma#) in Pan6am se Ghara.
The latter raga resemblesnot Kafi, but Kharnaj. Again, the scrupulous performer
may distingulsh it from Kharnaj by stressingsuih ph.ut.t as Ga Ma Pa Ma# Pa,
and avoiding such Cistinctly Khamaj-type phrases as Ga Ma Pa Dha Ga IVfa Ga.
hears the ascent Ga Ma Dha Nib Sa, which would correspond to the Ni Sa Ga Ma Pa of Khamaj' This
derivation, however, would not explain the prominence of Ni in Ghara (including in Bhatkhande's own
song specimens), as its transposed. counterpart in Kharnaj, Ma#, is virtually absent in that raga.
I Sitarist \rilayat Khan plays this gal on EMI ECSD 2828, but replaces Gab with Ga throughout; this
version (like his entire rendition of the rdga) appears to represent a dillerent tradition.
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As in raga Pahari, some vocalists may r..tlil
the sargamofthe original raga Ghara
while singins Pu":3y_:e Ghara; thus, in Abdul
Kariir Khan,s dadra inpan6am se
Ghara (EMI 33ECX 3251), while Pa is clearly
fu'ctioning more as a fifth than as a
ground-noteor tonic, it is neverthelesscailed isu',
ir, ,;;g;*passages; thus Ga Ma
Pa Ma# Pa is vocalized as ,.Dha Ni Sa
Ni Sa.,,
Rag Madtryam se Ghara

here:I

This variety of Ghara is performed occasionally
by some instrumentalists, such as
sitarist Nikhil Bannerjee. In effecr,Ghara is
simply transposed up a fourth, so that
Ma becomes the new ground-note.
Raga Jogi2a
Jogiyn is the main thumrr raga of Bhairav thar; rike most ragas
in that that, it is a
morning raga, and as such is the main alte.nati,ue
to Bhairvi for a morning thumri.
uld Ni being omitted from the drohof
.. 9u
Jogiy..i,its ascendingscareconsistsof two
disjunctly paraller tetrachords: sa Reb M;jl"
Dh";i",-.i-ilarry,
two disjunct
parallel tetrachords constitute the descent:
sa Ni Dhab Fa_Ma Ga Reb sa.
Ga is treated very lightly, as an unaccented
but still indispensable passing tone
betweenMa and Reb' Bhatkhande'sassertion
(1958: 317) thatGa is totally omitted is
not. corroborated by
lgr-,.--o".ary practice, or by tt.'.orrg specimens in his own
anthology' similarly, his
labeiling of i4a as.uadtisi""orrg..r"rr? with
modern practice;r
rather, Pa and Sa are the pririary resting.points. o ---Nib is employed in a manner akin to ragiilhui.u,n,
that is, as an accidental,and
neighbor-toneto Dhab. Thus, Nib is .rs.d-rruitt..;;';;;ent,
nor in the descent
from Sa.
A few essentialphrases ofJogiya are:
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rn thumrr, Gab may occasionalryappell as
an hccidental,p-a.rticularlyin the upper
octave. In general, the character ofJogiyn is
best
uro"gh, o;,'in the ,pp.. ,.,r"Jlra.
The phrase Ma pa Dha sa, for "exirnple,
is partiJurarlf characteristic.
Raga Kalingra
Kalingra is a sort of light counterpart to
raga Bhairav. It is less structured than
Jogiya, and has a correspondingly llss clear image. trn fact, it
is dit6cult to absrracr
any strict performancerules or characteristic
phra"ses
of Kal-i'ngra,%;.;;;r,
,rr",
""a.
singJogiya
usingMa zs a ndtand secondansround-nore
I 3?T;:ff::j:ib#li?i:
#:,*,
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is heard rather
its phrases tend to center in the upper region of the octave. Kalingla
wish to be
not
do
who
by instrumentalists
it is occasionally phyJ
."lio*;
Ali's
Bade
Ghulam
constrained byJogiya's rigidtmission of Ga and Ni in the ascent.
,,pi1a man *onldirl'is the only familiar bol banaothwri in this raga.
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Raga Kaunst-Dhant
embellishedwith
Kaunsr-Dhanr, like Tilang, is a pentatonic kha2alragawhichis often
form' its scale is
accidentals and rendered"in phumri style. G its theoretical, skeletal
conjunct parallel
as follows: Sa Ga Ma Dha Ni 1Sa;.Thus, its ascentconsistsof two
instrumental
and
Khamaj
tetrachords: I$i sa Ga and Ga Ma Dha. As in Manj
framework
Pahap, Ma is the secondaryground-note. In thumrr, the bare pentatonic
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is decorated with accidentals, as below:
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Raga Siuranjani
in the
Sivranjani is a lesserrdga, evidentlyof relatively recent origin, and not included
Dha
Pa
Gab
repert;ires of many *-,rri.iurrr. Its pentatonic skeletal scale is: Sa Re
symmetry is temporarily achieved
1Sa;. es this scale is completely.asymrnetrical,
the former affords the conjunct
accidentals;
ihro,rgh the use of Ga and Dtrab as
effects
paralielism Ga Pa Dha-Dha Sa ite, while the Dhab,'sed often in the descent'
ihe corrjunct symmetry Sa Dhab Pa-Pa Gab Re'l
Raga Sohint.(Sohni)
style'
Sohini is another "small" pentatonic raga, renderedeither in khayl or lhumrl
Sa' Ni is
Its aroh-auroiis as followsi Sa Ga MafDhu Ni Sa Ni Dha Ma# Ga Reb
state)' While
accented as uadt (regardlessof what some pedagogical literature may
features
following
the
Marva,
Sohini shares the tolnal material of ragasPfiriya and
clearly distinguish it from these ragas:
octave'
(l) development in Sohinr takes place in the upper region of the
particularly between Ma* and Re";
( 2 ) it poko, i, 1Ca; Ma# Dha Ni Sa R.o Su, a phrase which is theoretically
inadmissible in either P[riya or Marva;
(3) the ascent$i Sa Ga contrastswith the t.r{iReb Ga ascentof Plriya and Marva'
Tilang, and
Unlike the other pentatonic kha2aUthumr:,ragas Kaunsi-Dhani,
with
Sivranjanr, Sohinr, *hen perforr""a i" thumri style, is generally not ornamented
I Cf.
Jairazbhoy l97l: 136.
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accidentals;amongotherthumrTragas,then,itmaybesaidtosharethisdistinc tion
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Sindhura is as follows Su Rt Ma Pa Ni
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Bhatkh ande,KPM VI: 120) is sa Re Ma
alternate ascent (given, for example, in
this
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move
maY
and thence descending'
Dha Sa; thus, phrases ascendini to Sa'
the
thus reproducing in the upper tetrachord
manner: pa Dha Sa
-n.Nib Dha Fa,
rur' Gab, Re Sa. only ph,u,., ascending. !9ro1a .su
common motif Sa
us in itr. characteristic Pa Ni Sa Re Ma
svstematicallyemplof Ni, ,utfr., than Dha,

Raga Sindhura (Sindhura)
in the
evening raga, which may be classified
Sindhlra is a rather infrequently heard
in
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Kafr that, although, iif." i<f,.r"aj and
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,.a,' above is particularly- characteristic of sindhura' while sindhlra
Phrase
avoidanceof Ga and strict employment
resemblesKafi in *urry i.rp.cts, the former's
the two ragas.
oi Ni l.utner than Xioy i" the ascent distinguish
Raga Tilak Kamod
which have systematically observed
Tilak Kamod and Des are the only light ragas
r^enderedin khayl as well as thumrr
aakra(crooked, oblique) passages.Yoti ragulure
as fo!ow1:
rryf.r. Tilak karnid's iroh-aaroi is roughly
rem.arkable
pu
orru Ma Ga"(da) Re G1 Sa l$i (sa). The
sa Re Ma pa Ni sa
of
tendency
the
for
accounts
Sa Ni
symmetrical construct Pa Dha Ma Ga-Iie da
preserved
be
may
this symmetry
phrases to terrninate on I){i rather than sa, so that
(Jairazbhoy l97l: 157-B).
Some standard phrases of this rdga are:
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Phrases conclude on Re only if approaching that note from below (as in "a'i
above). The passageSa Re Pa.Ma Ga (as above) may be called the pakaqof this r4ga.
The descending glide from Sa to Pa is also characteristic.
In ghumrr, und-in the versionsof certain singers(e.g., exponentqof the Alladiya
Khan gharana),Nib may appear as an accidental in the descent. Most musicians,
however, eschewNib, as its use tends to create the image of ragaDeS. Similarly, the
use of Ga in the ascent (as in Re Ga Ma Ga) is scrupulously avoided by some
musicians (e.g., Radhika Mohan Moitra and his disciples), hinted at bY others
(Imdad Khan gharana), and used liberally by others (Alladiya Khan gharana).
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of the prominence of Nib in the descent. Its
De6 is classifiedin Khamaj thatrbecause
aroh-aurohis roughly as follows:
sa Re Ma Pa Xi Su (Re Sa) Nib Dha Pa (Dha) Ma Ga Re Sa. The excerpt below
shows some of the standard phrases of De5.
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The similarities with Tilak Kamod are remarkable: the ascending scales, the
descending Sa-Pa glissando, and the uakraaarohare virtually identical. A number of
features, however, distinguish the two ragas:
(l ) Nib is standard in the aurohof DeS;
G"Re (as shown above), while Tilak Kamod
iZ) O.S phrases tend ro conclude on
phrases end on Ga, Ni, or Sa;
(3) i{e Ga Ma Ga is prominent in De6, while Re Pa Ma Ga is characteristic of
Tilak Kamodl
(4) while De6 shares,in certain contexts, the Tilak Kamod rylntn._lyja D_haMa
Ga-Re Ga Sa Ni, more typical DeS sfmmetries aie: Sa Re Nib Dha Pa-Pa
Dha Ma Ga Re, and Ma Pa Nib Dha Pa-Sa Re Ma Ga Re
Osscunn RAces
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Raga Bihan
ifhe name "Biharl," as we have seen,is employed by some as an alternate name for
Manj Khamaj. In another tradition, Bihari is a distinct raga,consisting of a mixture,
as if were, of phrases from Tilak Kamod, De6, and Khamaj'
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the
The proximity of this raga toTilak Kamod can be appreciatedfrom the fact that
Khan on
gat below, or:iginally in Bilari (and recorded as such by sarodiya Amjad Ali
(as in
Kamod
Tilak
in
gat
a
as
iMt neSO i+OS;,has been popularizedby sitarists
Rais Khan's recording EMI ECSD-2412):
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According to some, Bihari is essentiallyequivalent to Tilak Kamod rendered from
Ma (i.e., with that note functioning as a ground-note); the well-known thumrl']dg
pan maih to piya kejagae" is asserted to be the definitive cornposition in this raga:
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However, the passage Re Ga Ma in the closing phrase of this mukhyawould be
inconsistent with a literal transposition of Tilak Kamod to Ma, in which case Re
(=Dha in Tilak Kamod) would not appear in the ascent.Nevertheless,if the Bihari
iescribed above, which loosely resemblesTilak Kamod, were transposedto Ma, the
resulting raga would. be more consistent with the aforementioned composition, and
would ulro t" su{hciently similar to Manj Khamnj as to be equated with it by some
artists.
Bihari is, at any rate) a folk-derived raga, and one cannot expect rigidly defined
rules pertaining to its melodic structure. Hence, various idiosyncratic versionsmay be
encountered,us i1 the recordingof sitarist Inayat Khan, which, again resemblingthe
Tilak Kamod-type raga transposed to Ma, uses only Gab, rather than Ga.
Raga Qilla' (Zjla', Zjl')
Although rdgaZilla'was evidently popular among both vocalistsand instrumentalists
in the Jarly-deiades of this century, it is at present quite obscure and is performed
only rarely by a few instrumentalists.r Like Pan6am se Ghara, filla' is best
underStoodas a transp osedraga (although it may not be theoretically acknowledged
to be such). In essence
,7illa' is Khamaj transposedup a fourth' that is, to Ma' Thus
the droh-aurahof Tilla' can be obtained from that of Khamaj:
Khamaj: Sa Ga Ma Pa (Dha) Ni Sa Nib Dha Pa Ma Ga Re Sa
illa': Ma Dha Nib sa (Re) Ga Ma Gab Re Sa Nib Dha Pa Mu
I Information regarding rdga Zill6 is obtained largely through Dr. Kalyan Mukherjea'
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Similarly, the characteristic phrases of lilla' correspond to those of a transposed
Khamaj, as in the following:
Khamaj: Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa Ni Pa Sa Ni Re Nib Dha Pa;
Zilla': Dttu t;Iio Sa Re Ga Ma Sa Ma Ga Pa Gab Re Sa.
may be distinguished
?illa' like Ghara, sharesa number of phraseswith Kafi, but
by the following features:
Q)
(2)
(3)
(+)

lilla' phrases do not regularly conclude with the Kaff signature Gab Re;
Dha Nib Re Sa is more characteristic of Zilla';
Ni seldom appears in .illa';
tn. possiblefilia' ascent Sa Ga Ma Dha Nib Sa is not characteristicof Kali.

Raga Man(
Mand is a Bilaval-thayragaderiving from the folk music of Rajasthan. No accidentals
are employed, Ni being used in descentas wef as ascent.Ga is generally omitted in
the ascent. Some characteristic phrases of Mand are:
---
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Raga Jangla
Raga Jangla may be said to be effectively extinct. It reportedly derives from the
peisiun melody "Zangola." While Bhatkhande (1958: 414) describes a Jangl- in
Bhairav that, other extant specimenswould best be classifiedunder Kafi lia1, using
both raised and lowered forms of Ga and Ni. A few notated lhumrr specimensof
Karim Khan hasleftabol
Jingla are extant (e.g., Poonchwale1952:26-8). Abdul
Tonio rrrording (EMI 33 ECX 3304). Unfortunately, there are only superficial
similarities between these separate specimens. Abdul Karim Khan's version is
remarkable for the prominent phrase Si Ga Ma Dha Ni Sa Ni (or Nib) Dha, which
resembles raga Kau4si-Dhani.
Otherwise, the raga is so similar to Kafi, Prlu, Ghara, and Zilla' as to be
superfluous, and hence its demise is not surprising.
Raga Dhani
A century ago Dhanr was a fairly popular ragafor bandishthumrr; bol banaothumrts,
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in light ragasthan in khayl ragas'
passagesare used to a considerably lesser extent
Thislimitation,however,iscompensatedforbytheprodigio'ususeofaccidentalsor
ragasexceedstheir."tt.itt
in
alternate notes in fhumrr. The use of accidentais thumrt
khaytragasintwoways..First,th^ere.arequantitativelymoreaccidentalsinthe
every one of the twenty-five
former. Thus, *ittr ttr"-J*leptio' of Sohini urri 5ttitt3notr,
usageof which is
prominent
the
rdgasdiscussedabove contains at least one accid"entul,
rdgainthumri style' In Bhairvi and
consideredindispensableto the exposition of the
in proper contexts' be introduced' and
Prlu, all the twelve notes of the gamut'can,
in each. In Ghara, Prlu, and Jangla,
usually at least three accidentalsare employed
are treated with relatively equal
the raised and lowered third and seventh i.g"t'
degree is characteristic of fully
emphasis; employment of both forms of the siventh
sixteen thumri ragas.
Incontrast,whileanumberofkha4atragasdoemployaccidentals,veryfewhave
obicure.rJarjaivantr is perhaps the
more than one, and theselatter ragasaregeierally
but one, Gab, is used only as a
orrly .o-- on khalal raga with i*n u..id.ntals,
transient neighbor-tone to Re.
in thumrr but' as we have seen
Secondly,iot orlf are accidentalsmore numerous
is dramatically different from
in Chapter Seven, tire manner in which they are used
of raised and lowered
their use in khalal. The pronounced, deliberate alternation
a very few
of klayal
forms of notes is far more characteristic of thumn than
-(wrth
and Sam Kalyan)'
.*..ptionr, such as in the ftlalal ragas Jog;,M.ullll'
passagesand omissions of
oblique
The question may ,ft* L;;it.ea, iVnf stould
are used' as means of
notes not be used in the thumri to the extent that accidentals
passagesoccur in thumri' they
redressingscalar imbalances?For even when oblique
as obligatory features in
are optional, unlike in kha2at,where they are incorporated
relatively easy and inherently
many ragas. In ell'ect,lccidentals may provide a
they are more suited to a
licentious, as it were, solution to asymmetries,und as such,
and technically less
genre like fhumn, which is designed to be more accessible,
dilhculties for the vocalist as
demanding than kha1at oblique passagesposetechnical
fixed and rigid patter:.ol.u:t'of
well as the instrumentalist; they impose a relatively
scalar motion' Similarly' it
notes and thus obstruct liberal ornamentation and free
raga
notes (e'g', Re and- Pa
could be argued that strictly prescribed omissionsof
-in
be avoided in a light-classical
Malkauns) are a "limitation" of the sort which tends to
and alternate notes
accidentals
of
use
free
is
a
genre. Far more appropriate to lhumri
matters of the
extent
in a manner and io u d.gr." which are to a considerable
how certain
only
not
includes
performer's inclination. Fo"r u musician's discretion
they are to be used at all'
accidentals may be used, but also, in some cases'whether
for an artist to render a
for."u-pte, it is p.rf..tiy possible,and not at all uncommon'
on the other hand, he may
thumrr Bhairvr without .rrirg uny accidental besidesRe;
Again, he may chooseto
introduce all the twelve notes of ihe gamut, as is his wont.
above), but the natural
omit certain notes for a short period (as in example 2lb
I Examples include Khat Tori, Ramkali, and compound ragaslike Bhairav-Bahar' Vasarlt-Bahar'
Hindol-Bahar, etc.
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tendency in thumri is to frll in the scalar gaps with notes,achieving diatonicity. Thus,
the optional use of accidentals, or alternate notes, in thumrr ragasdiffers from the
use of accidentals in khayl ragas,which is generally obligatory. (Only a very few
khayl ragasmay be said to have optional accidentals.) A second distinctive feature
of thumrr ragasis that the majority are clustered in the scalar spectrum encompassed by Kafi, Khamaj, and Bilaval thats.This peculiarity becomes easily apparent
when the ragasare visually arranged according to their tha[s,as in the chart on the
following page.
This remarkable concentration of thumri rdgasin such a limited scalar spectrum
contrasts with the distribution of khayal ragas. Using Bhatkhande's reasonably
accurate classilication,r and omitting the above ragas,we find that a plurality of khayl
ragas,like thurnri ragas,are indeed in the Kafi, Khamaj, or Bilaval thats,but that the
proportion of khayal ragasin other thals is far greater than the proportion of thumrl
ragasin other thats,While Kafi, Khamaj, and Bilaval thag account for 80 per cent (20
out of 25) of thumrr ragas,these same thalsaccommodateonly 53% (104 out of 192,
excluding the above ragas)of khalal ragas;moreover, there are no thumri rdgasinTori,
Kalyan, or Purvr tha[s, only one ragaapiece in Marva and Bhairvr tha{s, and only two
in Bhairav thatr.'[hus, it is obvious that in thumri there is a preferencefor a certain
type of scale.
What, then, is the explanation for this unequal distribution of ghumri ragas?ln a
word, we may assume that Kafi, Khamnj; and Bilaval thatspredominate in thumn
becausethese scalesare more appropriate in a genre which is intended to be more
light and accessible than khayal (and dhrupad);hence, the scales employed are
primarily diatonic and acoustically fundamental.2 For the structural symmetries
operative in such tftag as Tori, Marva, and Pnrvr thatJare so relatively complex as to
render the appeal of rdgas in these scales inherently more rarefied.
These thals are as follows:
Tori: Sa Reb Gab Ma# Pa Dhab Ni
Marva: Sa Reb Ga Ma# Pa Dha Ni
Pnrvr: Sa Reb Ga Ma# Fa Dhab Ni
The intrinsically rarefied, even esoteric nature of these thats can be seen in the
unusual structures of the predopinant ragasthey accommodate, ui4, Piriya and
Marva in Marva thatr,Pirvr and Puriya Dhana6ri in Plrvi thal, and Gfijri Tori (and,
for our purposes here, certain phrases in Mian ki Tof) in Torr that.'fhe ascending
scalesof each of these rdgasconstitute gapped, anhemitonic pentatonic scaleswhich
elide both the tonic and the frfth, as can be seen on page 216 below.
I I have shifted
to the Bilival thalthree ralas'classifred by Bhatkhande in the Kalyir.r that: Chayanat,
Kedir and Gaur Sarang
2 It is
of interest the basic Indian ancient parentmodes, the Sa-graimaand, Ma-grdtna, evidently
resembled, with microtonal di{ferences, Ki{i and Khamaj tDats, respectively. Similarly, the main
accidentals used were the raised (hakali) Ga in the ,Sa-grdma,
and the raised (antara) Ni in the Ma-grdma.
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Gujri Tof (Sa) Reb Gab Ma# Dhab Ni
Marva, Prlriya: (Sa) Reb Ga Ma# Dha Ni
Pnrvi, Puriya DhanaSn: (Sa) Reb Ga Ma# Dhab Ni
Seen in transposed lbrm, the interval structures of these scales are identical:
Gujri Torr:
P[rvi, Pfiriya Dhana6ri:
Marva, Puriya:
Gapped pentatonic
scale (in Western

Reb Gab NIa#etc.
I){i Reb Gab Ma#DhabNi
Ga Ma#Dhab Ni Re Ga Ma Dhab Ni erc.
Dh; Ni Reb Ga Ma#Dha Nr Reb Ga etc.

note-names):

CDE G A CDE G e t c .

Given the interval distribution of the anhemitonic pentatonic scaleCDEGA, there
are three arrangementsby which this scalecould be employed while omittizgthe tonic
and fifth, and thesethree arrangementsare found in the substructuresand ascending
scalesof the ragasdiscussedimmediately above. Indeed, the unique appeal of these
ragas(at least to this writer) is their deliberate superimposition of such an accessible,
simple pentatonic interval structure onto a totally alien tonic-dominant framework.
This juxtaposition is perhaps most apparant in ragaMarva, where the tonic Sa may
be omitted for long periods, so that, until at last hearing that note, one could even
allow oneself to be disoriented into thinking that one is hearing Sa Re Ga Pa Dha
as in ragaBhupali, rather than the Dha Ni Reb Ga Ma of Marva. The beauty of these
ragas,thus, may be said to be inherently lessapparent to the casuallistener of music.l
The inherently rarelied nature of these scales (and the ragasemploying them) is
reflectednot only in their disusein thumrr, but also in the fact that their development
in India was relatively recent, that is, around the sixteenth century.
Similar considerations may also explain the absenceof the raised fourth degree
(Muo), and of Kalya4 tha!,in thumri ragas.Ragasin Kalya4 tha! ("major" scale, but
with Ma#) may have a tendency to evolve toward Mirva thal, because the
presenceof Ma# may create a desire for the introduction of Reb to balance that note.
Given, then, the rarefied nature of these scales,it is not surprising that they are
encounteredvery rarely in North Indian folk music, and particularly rarely in the folk
music of eastern Uttar Pradesh, which has had such a crucial influence on lhumrr.
In general, then, the use of such rarelied scalesinvolving complex symrnetries is
evidently not in accordancewith the aestheticof thumri, which deals instead with the
manipulation and alternation of "major" and "minor" modalities within the
framework of simple, familiar, and generally diatonic scales.
Perhaps the most remarkable distinguishing characteristic of most thumrr ragasis
not, however, their propensity for accidentals, or for certain scale-types,but the
I ln raga Sohini of course, the anhemitonic pentatonic framework of Piriya and Marva is less
prominent due to the deliberate accenting of Sa and its inclusion in the ri'roi.This quality renders the raga
at once more limited in scope.
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(a) it may be omitted in the ascent, as in the phrasesmarked ,,2a,, onpage
2Tl
below. Having omitted the F, there is subsequently a slight tendency to'.li"de its
Iifth, c, because,Iirst, that note is weakened by the loss of F, in whose overtone
series C was prominent, and second, omission aflords a tetrachordal svmmetrv
which may occasionallybe exploited. Hence we find that C (: Ma in Khamaj, NiL
in Kafi, and Dhab in Bhairvi) is sometimesomitted in the ascending passaies in
these ragas;
(b) F may be sharpened(seephrasesmarked "2b/l" below), therebygaining the
reinforcement of a lower fifth (b). In Khamaj thal, F# (: Ni) serves the .Id.a
function of a leading-tone to the tonic, and hence it is not surprising that that note
almost invariably replacesF in the ascent.The introduction of F# u"ttaim eventual
erasure by F is a much-exploited device in many thumrr ragas(including, as we
have seen, Pilu, Manj Khamaj, Tilang, Ghara,
Jangla, urra O.S;.
In gbneral, a direct ascentemploying F is relatively ,rrr.o-rnon in the threeragas
discussed here. Just as its omission generates a tendency to omit its lifth, -C,
similarly, sharpening it to F# strengthens the introduction of c# as u ,."orrdu*
accidental, as in the phrasesmarked "2 b/2" below. Like F#, c# is more common
in ascent than in descent. Becausethis note is a leading-tone to the tonic in rdga
Kafi, it is particularly prominent as an accidental in that raga.ln fact, the region
between Pa and Re in Kali is often treated in a fashion very similar, if not ident-ical
to that ambitus in Khamaj, especially as regards the use of Ni.
Hence, to, an extent, one can discuss imbalances in the diatonic scale without
reference to the tonic, as the same "solutions" are applied in di{ferent raga.rusing
different ground-notes. Given the "rules," or the charaiteristic, stereotypedsolutions
to imbalances used in the genre, one can understand rdgain thumrr betie. not only by
analyzing its scalar/thdlstructure, but also through analyzing, by extension,inherent
dynamics of a diatonic scale without referenceto the modal tonic. Thus, we have
identilied in the structures of Khamaj, Kifi, and Bhairvi, a sort of fundamental,
stereotypical thumri 6alan,which, as we shall see,constitutesthe basisfor a number of
other ghumri rdgasas well. This 6alancomprises a diatonic scale, with its inherent
dynamic tensions, and the standard idiosyncratic phrases, ornaments, pitch
heirarchies, and so on which have developed withitt ihut scalar structure.
N. A.lairazbhoy (1971: 17l-3) has distinguishedtwo typesofdynamicfunction in
a mode: {irst is inherent dynamic function, where the imbalances intrinsic to a scale
give rise to particular melodic "solution"; secondis induced dynamic function, which
is caused by the use of particular phrases, and where
. . ' the dynamic function of each note dependson the memory of the previous notes
and, to some ex r nt, on the anticipation of the notes to follow. It
[induced
dynamic function] cannot be measured on an objective level. Its existence is
transitory, while the inherent dynamic function is a more perrnanent state which
can be measured, at least in theory. . . The interaction of ihese two. the inherent
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changing dynamic pattern of the notes in
and the induced, results in a constant\
melodY line (197i: 1973)'

a

Bothinherentandinduceddynamicfunctionsmaybesaidtoaccountforthe
thumrr ragas'The.imbalances and tensions
remarkable structural similarities among
lbr certain sorts of
tend^encies
its tonic)
inherentina diatonic scale (regardlessof
"'lutt use of such phrases may also
iautions. The accepted
phrases to be empl.v.J
", dynamic function iniuud b2 memory;that is,. a phr,ase
of
introduce an element
be acceptedin transposedform in another
particularly appropriate to one raga may
raga,notonlybecauseofthesimilarinherentdynamicsofthediatonicscale,butalso
in
in the original rdga renders its appearance
because the initial use of such a phrase
appropriate'
the second raga more familiar and seemingly
Bywayofillustration-wehaveseenhow"thetendencyofphrasestoterminateon
in Kafi) may derive, to someextent' from
E (=su in Bhairvr, oiu in Khamaj, and Re
resting point.due to its intervallic location
the inherent suitability of that note as a
lutki""g a reinforcing lower fifth)' In spite
beneath F (an unstable upper leadinStone
in
a t.r-iirrr, the fact that E is the tonic
of the inherent appropriatenessof E as
that
in
suitable as a resting-point
Bhairvi naturally renders that note particularly
E is the second degree' The point
*t"'e
than in kafi,
rdga-moreso, for .*.-pf.,
the
ure so common and familiar in Bhairvr,
here is that becaus. ;hr;'..; ending o' E
memoryofsuchph,u,t'*uytt"dtomakethemsoundevenmorefamiliarand
we can hypothesize an induced dynamic
natural in Kafi. It is in this sense that
the
memory, u"d.optrating notjusti/ithin
function based on (sub-or semi-conscious)
but
of an immediately preceding phrase'
structure of one rdga, or in the context
a{hnrties'
u-ong different raias with certain structural
inherent and indu."'d,-'1--.n"
a{finities,
dynamic
these
Let us examine more of
among ragas'
a certain
Bhairvi
{humri ragas. As noted above,
"."J?It concerts with
-Pr.eeminence
a thumri in that raga'
which is reflected i; ;h. practice of concliding
be"performedafter Bhairvi' The analogy
and also in the custom that no otherragacan
as
the dessertbeing so rich-and :l'^ie.et
is often made to a dessertfollowing a banquet,
of
is'
consumption' The "richness"'
to satiate urrd urrrr,rl one's desirJ for further
course'musicalinorigin,astheragaissouniq,,elyendowedwithstereotypical
that a competent musician could easily
phrases and latent ,,'"joii" potentialities
without prevaricating from its common
render one hour of atap or uiitA, in the raga
feel hard-pressedto perform a lesset raga
clich6s (whereas the ,urn. musician mighi
repeatittg ideas)' We have seen how
like Tilang for more than ten minutes i"irho.t,
dynlmic structure with ragasKafi and
Bhairvi sharesits lundamental intervallic and
relationship between ragaBhaitvT and
Khamnj. Let us.*u-irr" in greater detail the
that'
the vaiious lhumrr ragas in the Khamai
phrase of ragaKhamaj transposed
.hurJ.teristic
As suggesteauUo.rr.,-.rirtuallyuny
is perrnissible,if not typical, in Bhairvi'
to rdgaBhairvr in the fashion shown above
example, in one
yet we find that the reverse is in many cases not true. For
in the ascent; the aroh given by Ravi
characteristic ialan of Bhair.n, Pa is omitted
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Shankar (1969: 98) is an example: Reb lyib Sa Reb Gab Ma, Pa Gab Ma Dhab Nib Sa.
The omission of Pa in the ascent corresponds to that of Reb, and affords the parallel
phrases:-I$ib Sa Gab Ma Pa Dhab Pa-iab Ma Dhab Nib Sa Ro Sa.r The trunsposed
equivalents of these two passagesin Khamaj thAt would be fa pha Sa Re Ga Ma
Ga*Sa Re Ma Pa Dha Nib Dha. The latter phrase is not characteristic of raga
Khamaj, and instead defines the ascending contour of ragaJhinjhogi. The entire 6alan
of Jhinjho.ti, like that of Khamaj, when transposed to Bhairvr fia-f, is thus
encompassed, as it were, in the 6alanof raga Bhairvi. The congruence ofJhinjho-ti's
6alan with that of Bhairvr is attributable to the fact that the dynamic factors
occasioning the corresponding omissions and pitch heirarchies of both rd.gasare the
same, as they both derive from the intervallic structure of the diatonic scale. The
resultant a{Iinities of the two rdgas are so marked that there are a number of
compositions (as well as phrases) which, in their transposed forms, are essentially
interchangeable in both ragas.A most obvious example is the correspondence of the
two drut gals below, in Bhairvr andJhinjhotr, popularized by Vilayat Khan and his
disciples:

Klra
(frt

Kaf:
(frt

f,i6, grArtrvl

f$,t f*,^lS*rtP ^

t P 0{

RR

s gs s,stGA

P !?

Dhd
tfrt

-t

I-E'

!sa tg tL

yry9

s lq q 00

g ft

(r t\(/

In terms of their intervallic structure, the two galsare exactly identical, so much so
that one is inclined to suspect that the Jhinjhof gat lo:,ayhave been consciously
derived from the Bhairvr gal (which was itself inspired by a bandish$umri). The talan
of Jhinjhopi, like that of Khamaj, corresponds to one particular 6alanof Bhairvi.
To recapitulate-we have examined three of the major thumri rQgas-Khamdj,
Kafi, and Bhairvr-and seen how these, as well as many other thumri ragas,bear
remarkable structural aflinities either to each other, or to raga Bhairvi. The
extraordinary melodic and motivic richness of Bhairvl., and its consequently exalted
state among the {humr7 ragas,can be said to derive from its accommodation of so
many latent alternate solutions to the dynamic imbalances and symmetries inherent
in a diatonic scale.With its multiple accidentals,and its ability to be interpreted in so
many ways,2 Bhairvr seemsto contain nearly all the structural characteristicswhich
appear, in transposed form, in the other fhumrT rdgas.
The majority of thumri rdgasconstitute, to an extent, a discrete class.All the ragas
I That is, the first phrase omits Reb, and the' second omits Pa.
2 For example, in
thumri Bhairvi all the following ascents may be encountered: S Rb Gb M P Db Nb.S;
s: sGb M DbNbS; S n cbpDbS:
s Gb M pN
S: Gb M DbN S.
s R G b u iobNb
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discussedabove present solutions to the imbalances and asymmetries in a diatonic
scale;though thesesolutions vary, they are all basedon the liberal use ofaccidentals,
or to a lesserdegree,.omissions,or both; all are sufficiently mutually compatible to be
found, in transposedforms, in rdgaBhairvi, which pr.r.rrir, as it were, a ctmpendium
of the various phrases,ornaments, and characteristicmelodic motives which form the
coreofallbutafewthumrr ragas,tPutindifferentterms,itisacertaingroup of ragas
(some of which might'have been extant before the lhumrr matured) which, due to
their structural idiosyncracies, were deemed appropriate for exposition in a
light-classical style which exploited alternate notes and accidentals (e.g., rather than
oakrapassages),and predominantly diatonic scales.Hence, we are in a better position
to understand why such ragasas Kedar, To1r, or Bhatiyar are never rendered in
thumn style.2
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1
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' Sohini, Kalingra, and to some extent, Jogiya, are the only ragaswhich are incompatible
with the
others in this respect.
be presumed that certain
because
1 ,r!
\!a2al ragas are never performed in thumri style
'pahan,
-"t or related ragas already exist which
neighboring
aie standard thumri rdgas. Hence,Jogiya,
and
Pilu may be regarded as ornamented (and therefore lighter and morelccessible)
lounterparts of the
khalal ragasGulkali, Bhupali, and Jaijaivanti, respectively. That is, a hypothetical ,,thumnBhupili',
would probably tend to sound more or less like Pahari, and consequently ';thumn
Bhnpali', ,no.rld b.
superlluous entity.
"
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Conclusions
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The e{fort to place ghumrr in historical and stylistic perspectiveshas involved a
critical and fresh compilation and evaluation of three sets of data: the often
inconsistentand unverifiable oral traditions, the "tangled mass of forgotten systems"
presented in historical treatises, and, most importantly, the vast freld of modern
performancepractice. I have in this book endeavoredto synthesizeand interpret this
body of information-and, often, misinformation-into a coherent appraisal of one of
the most refined fine art traditions of South Asia.
The most remarkable feature of ghumrr's historical development is the dramatic
change that the genre has undergone since the mid-nineteenth century-so much that a
nineteenth century singer would probably never recognize as lhumrr a current
rendition cf the form. After a gestationperiod which can be regardedas lasting nearly
two millenia, phurnrrburst like a fresh force on the musical scenein the late eighteenth
centLrry,evolving as a lively, rhythmic song in fast ttntal stressing syncopation, Dol
bah[, and ingenuity of composition in a few simple, easily accessibleragas.As'such,
lhumri offered a more accessible,popular alternative to the prolix and abstract
dhrupadand the bayakhayl. Twentieth century thumri subsequentlydeveloped into
a digni{ied, leisurely elaboration of an amatory text, set to talas which, although
originally deriving from folk music, are rendered at such a slow tempo as to lend the
performance a sobriety and depth inviting comparison with bard kha2al. Only in its
use of Vaishnavite/erotic texts, of a particular set of ragas,and of a laggi conclusion in
fast ttntal does modern lhumrl resemble its nineteenth century forebear; its style is
totally different.
The recent evolution of thumri cannot be understood without studying how the
profound socio-economicupheavals of the last two centuries have affected it. This
book has attempted to illustrate how the fundamental stylistic changesin thumri have
been, to a considerableextent, functions of its transition from the courtesan'ssalon to
the public concert hall, and at a deeper level, of the transition of the Indian urban
economy from a form of feudalism to rnixed capitalism. The profound correlationsdiachronic and synChronic-between thumn style and socio-economicstructure do
seem to justify an analytical approach which regards music, and art in general, as
part of the socio-cultural superstructure which has economy as its base.
The nineteenth century bandishlhumri arose largely in rgsponseto the dernand of
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be a crucial element affecting dynamic
whether short-term or long term' may
function.

i
r -r--^^r^-i-+'
has focussed on such characteristic
our stylistic analysis of present-day lhumri
melodic devices or figures (pukar' markt'
elements as a set of identifiable expressive
ornaalter"ating syllabic and melismatic declamation'
etc.), dynamic modulation,'and
the
juxtaposing
.rr. oi alternate notes, especially
rnentation, .t ro1nuri"irrrr,
.,major,, and .,-irroil Lod.-typ.r.
Thes.e features, which are rnore or less
u, techniques in expressing through music the
;i,rrla
idiosyncrati" to rr,,rr,iri,
";;
sentiment of the text.
InChapterEightweexaminedtheconceptoftala.injh}.:andnotedsomeofthe
their alfrnities with and origins
parallels between tala and,rd.gainthe genre, especially
and the inconsistency
."pl-i.itlyin folk music, tt.i, fr.iao--fro"odift.d-tttuctures,
significant is the irregular
with which names ut. uppfi.d to'them. Particularly
tdlasof fourteen' sixteen' and
application of the same tdlanamesto structurally similar
langqasyncopations, whose mdtras
sometimes eight matras, as well as to tdlas wtth
phenomenon would seem to be
cannot be enumeratecl. The only explanation for this
in a semi-classical tala is not
that, unlike in classical music, the number of matras
necessarily a primary distinguishing feature'
relation to fhumn and to folk
This book has also examined the genre of dadraand its
The latter form utilizes many
music, and the important genre of iistrumental fhumrr.
as syllabic-style declamation,
of the characteristic tradeinarks of vocal {humn, such
these are used only as
lavish ornamentation, and dynamic moduhtion. However,
of bol bando,since there is
expressiveabstract musical devices, rather than as elements
with other featqres' such
no text to elaborate. Theie dwices are often supplemented
serve to compensatefor the
as tanrand extreme chromaticism, which rrruy-i., part
idiomatically instrumental
absence of a text. As technical standards rise, and
the popularity of ininnovations and adoptions of vocal ornaments increase,
of the popularity of the
strumental fhumn hu, gro*t. In this context' a discussion
for evaluating an
criteria
the
up u""oripanying instrument shows how
harmonium
",
of a solo instrument'
instrument of that fnrrciio,' differ markedly from those
however hypothetically'
Another goal of this book has been the attempt to explore,
interrelationship
complex
the nature of the bolbanaoprocessand, by extlnsion,lhe
distinguishing
central
the
between word and tone in music. Bol bana.ois, indeed,
sophisticated form of
feature of thumn, and it constitutes a heightened and extremely
less pronounced forms' in
the sort of melodic expression of text wh"ich is present, in
with the explicit
innumerable other mlsical genres. Modern lirumri has evolved
heightsexpressive
new
to
g.uf of intensifying and refiiin g the bol,banio process
and
simplicity
very
hence the use of texts which derive their effectivenessfrom their
elaboration
breadth, and the development of a style of prolix textual-melodic
Many such
devices'
affective
and
employing a nuclear u"t oicharacteristic'phrases
much to
contributing
milieu,
idiosyncritic features evolved within the courtesan
ghumrl's celebrated sensualitY'
music toward
RebeccaStewart (197a:a16i has opined that a trend in Hindustani
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frlm music) presagesa "gross loss of
rext-dominated forms (e.g., fhumii,.gha7al,
u*io*' "The greater the importance of
musical quality" in the f,,it""' She ciies iht
and rhythmic manipulation'" It is
word meaning the lesse, the freedom of melodic
dddra, and,.film music lack the depth
indeed clear that the word-dominated ghaqal,
of Stewart's pessimisticassertionrnay
and sophistication oi kha2at;but other uip."t.
merit some qualifrcation'
genres llke qawwatt' gha4al'
First of all, we cannot be certain that text-dominated
phum. occupied u"y lttt important position in
and the semi-classiJ p.."rrr.o* of
does the
music than do anal,ogousgenres today; nor
the pre-nineteenth
mass
and
".nrrrry
capitalism
of
iise
with the
phenomenal growth of film music, associated
those
on
depend
not
music, which does
media, necessarilyaffect the courseof classical
rnedia for distribution'
correlative-ofquality or profundity;
secondly, musical "freedom" is not a necessary
indeed,aswehave,..,,,th"lhumri-sing_erenjoysconsiderablymorelatitudeinterms
both.thum. and khaviitare "limited" by
of modal elaboration than does thekha2atl,a'
in effect
implicit or e"lficil*1tich
stylistic and theoretical norms-whetlier
be
upoq which lofty artistic heights can
constitute not obstJes, but scaffoldings
attained.
Thirdly,theverydepthandsophisticationoftextela!-olloninlhumrishowsthat
the
does not automatically correspond to
the degree of word.do,,,i,,atio,' in a genre
qualityorgreatnes,of.hu.form.Thedimensionofpuremusicmaysufferonlytothe
as a literary phenomenon (as in the gha4al)'
extent that the text commands attention
whole, a "lesser"
may acknowt.ig. tSut ttrumf is, on the
Indeed, while the ^;;il
employed in
artistry
tt. ,.n"rr.ment; subtlety and
blbi,i
genre in
"o*puriroJ";1rh'
text may affiordcertain sorts of aesthetic
improvising .rpo. urrd .luuor.'ti.rg the thumrr
in the more abstract kha,al' Thus' the term
rewards and peaks*il.tt are una"ttainable
brilliant
.,light-classical," with its perjorative connotations,seemsinapplicableto the
for that
(and
Devi
Ali Khan and Siddheshvari
and poignant lhumrrs of dud. Ghulam
in this work) '
reason,the author has preferred the term "semi-classical"
mid-nineteenth century'
the
since
The fact that thumn has changed so dramatically
,rptr.u"als are inevitable in south Asian
and that further profound socio-econo*i.
society,suggeststhatlhumriwillcontinuetoevolveandchangeinthecoming
and
it does not do so, its gradual calcification
generations. r.ra."J, ir like dhrupad,.
does
genre
Yet the current popularity of the
extinction can be taken for granted.
of the
und Jyrru*ic art_form.,with the decline
suggest that it will remain Jvital
by
*,,,ic, lhumri has been adopted largely
courtesan specialists in semi-clas,icul
technique'
and
with their c.lassicaltraining
kha'ali,as, *ho, *hile enriching it
and
its status to ihut of a short' sentimental'
simultaneourfy t.rrJ- tt do*rrg.Jde
inclination, and all instrumentalists'
somewhat r,,p..n.iut fmale. M-any h!ryatlor,by
* an abstract musical genre rather
by necessity,tend to treat tht'*'r i"""J'i"gfy
bol banao
trra."a, ihe e*tittction of the courtesan
than a vehicle ro, t.*t elaboration.
I Some thumri singers vehemently deny this assertion'
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z ar

virtuosi, may lead to an
specialists,coupled with the phenomenalrise of instrumental
to Stewart's prognostication'
attenuation of the role of the iext in thumn-in contrast
will revitalize thumri by
generation
future
It remains to be seen whether a
in the hands of the great
it
enjoyed
imfarting to it the ernotional depth and intensity
g"trir..t of the last generations'
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